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In  this  paper,  we demonstrate  a  photonic  crystal  (PhC)  stress  sensor  with  high  sensitivity  in two  ortho-
gonal  directions.  The  stress  sensor  consists  of an  aslant  lattice-shifted  resonant  cavity  shoulder-coupled
to  two  terminated  �  –K waveguides.  The  linear  relationship  between  the  shifts  of  resonant  wavelength
and  applied  stress  in  double  directions  is calculated  with  the finite  element  method  (FEM)  and  finite
difference  time  domain  (FDTD)  simulations.  With  the  simulations,  we  demonstrate  that  the  stress  sensi-
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tivity of 7.5  nm/�N  in  horizontal  direction  and  10  nm/�N  in vertical  direction  is  achieved,  respectively,
and  a  stress  detection  limit  is  approximately  of 58  nN  and  44  nN  in  horizontal  and  vertical  direction  for
this  device,  respectively.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In the past few decades, photonic crystal (PhC) has been attract-
ng an increasing interest since Yablonovitch and John proposed
n 1987, respectively [1,2]. PhC has wide photonic bandgap (PBG)
nd photon confinement ability; these optical characteristics have
ttracted more and more interest in the manufacturing optical
evices. Lately, due to the robust characteristics such as small size,
igh sensitivity, accurate limit of detection and can be easily inte-
rated, a variety of sensing applications have been investigated
nd developed by employing PhC structures. Sensors based on PhC
ave been designed for temperature sensing, biochemical sensing,
umidity sensing and so on, as result of they are sensitive to tiny
erturbation of the refractive index that corresponds to the sur-
ounding temperature [3],  the bounding of biochemical molecules
4–6], or humidity around [7].  Most of such PhC structures consist of
elatively low-loss waveguides [8] and nanocavities with high qual-
ty factor [6,9], which are favorable for superminiature integrated

ensor applications.

Besides, mechanical sensing by using PhC structures has also
een studied so far [10–15].  For example, Yang et al. carried out a
icrodisplacement sensor based on slot PhC structure with high Q

∗ Corresponding author at: P.O. Box 90, BUPT, No. 10, Xitucheng Road, Haidian
istrict, Beijing 100876, China.

E-mail address: jyf@bupt.edu.cn (Y. Ji).
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factor cavity that utilizes the intensity of transmittance spectra as
a token of the displacement [10], Lu et al. proposed a stress sensor
based on the changes of optical properties caused by the variation
of double-layered photonic crystal microcavity [11] and Lee et al.
proposed stress sensors with high sensitivity based on PhC which
measure changes in the resonant frequency in transmittance spec-
tra when forces were applied on the cantilever [12–14].  In addition,
Winger et al. presented a nanocavity with electromechanical and
optomechanical characteristics, which combined with an electrical
circuit with a high quality factor PhC nanocavity to realize electroki-
netic sensor [15]. However, in these studies, the generated stress on
these measurements were just taken along in one direction [12,13],
stress sensors operated in multiplex directions were not studied.

In our paper, we  demonstrate a stress sensor with a high qual-
ity factor aslant nanocavity that makes it possible to achieve high
sensitivity in both the horizontal and vertical direction. The cavity
we designed is 60◦ from � –K direction so that the applied stress
in both directions generated almost the same geometry variations
on the cavity. With this stress sensor fixed on the base, we can
detect the stress from two  orthogonal directions which is impor-
tant in multidirectional and reusable stress sensing. In order to leak
the light inside the cavity onto the output waveguide for detec-

ting the resonant wavelength in transmittance spectra, the cavity
is shoulder-coupled [16] by two  symmetrical W1  waveguides to
acquire a stronger coupling strength. Firstly, with the FEM simu-
lation, we  obtain the variations of air holes caused by the applied
stress. Then the structure variations lead to the shift of the resonant
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the cavity influences the property of the whole sensor. Triangu-
lar lattice design are structured in a silicon slab (nsi = 3.48) with air
holes, where the two air holes (in the direction 60◦ from � –K direc-
tion) are shifted from the original lattice positions and the three air
holes between them are filled to construct an aslant cavity. In this
Fig. 1. Schematic of the stress sensor design under s

avelength, the shift of output resonant peak was calculated by 3D
DTD simulation. Ultimately, by utilizing FEM and 3D FDTD simula-
ions together, the sensitivity of 7.5 nm/�N in horizontal direction
nd 10 nm/�N in vertical direction is obtained, respectively, and

 stress detection limit is approximately of 58 nN and 44 nN in
orizontal and vertical direction for this device.

. Stress sensor design principle

.1. Stress sensing principle

Fig. 1 presents a schematic of the stress sensor design based on a
iece of Si PhC structure. There are two waveguides and one aslant
avity created on the structure by removing or shifting the air holes.
he geometries and positions of the air holes were modified by
pplying mechanical force on the structure. The stress sensing can
e realized from the measurement of change in the optical property.

There are two ways to detect the stress by measuring the change
f optical properties. The first one is paying attention to measur-
ng the variation of intensity in transmittance spectra. The other
ne is by observing the shift of specific wavelength. However, we
hoose the latter one in this case because many factors may  impact
he intensity and cause errors. Here we choose the resonant wave-
ength of the aslant cavity as the candidate and observe its shift
o deduce the applied force. The direction of stress can be differ-
ntiated by detecting the resonant wavelength has a red shift or a
lue shift. And the value of stress can be known by measuring the
isplacement of the resonant wavelength. By utilizing FEM and 3D
DTD simulations together, we could estimate the force by measur-
ng the shift of resonant wavelength and calculate the sensitivity (S,
efined as resonant wavelength shift in nanometer per stain vari-
tion in micro Newton unit, that is, nm/�N) of this stress sensing
tructure. Eq. (1) is defined to illustrate this relationship:

 = ��

�F
(1)

here ��/�F  represents the resonant wavelength shift caused by
he specific applied force. With the high Q factor cavity we can
chieve large ��/�F, that is, larger shift of resonant wavelength on
he condition that fixed stress has been set. Then the stress detect
imit can be defined (L, in nano Newton unit) with the line-width
f the resonant peak, which is equal to the quality factor. Thus Eq.
1) can be modified to:

�F � �

 =

��
×

Q
=

SQ
(2)

here, �, Q, and �/Q represent the resonant wavelength of the
avity, the quality factor, and the line-width of the resonant peak,
espectively. Consequently, the detect limit L is influenced by two
in horizontal direction (a) and vertical direction (b).

significant parameters: S and Q. When the sensitivity is fixed, we
can achieve small L with this high quality aslant cavity in hori-
zontal direction (Fig. 1(a)) and vertical direction (Fig. 1(b)). The
nonlinear effect such as Kerr effect can also change the refractive
index of Si. However, according to Ref. [17], when the injected light
power is not too high, the variation of refractive index is ultra-small.
When the input power was  60 �W,  the refractive index changed
0.5 × 10−4 and we found that the resonant wavelength shifted only
6.239 × 10−4 nm.  It is really small to affect the sensing property.

2.2. PhC structure design

In the past few decades, PhC cavity structures have been drawing
much attention for its small mode volume and ability to strongly
confine light. Many studies have focused on putting forward various
cavities [18,19] and optimizing the cavities geometry [20,21]. But
these cavities are almost constructed parallel to the direction of
light propagation so that insensitive to the stress applied in other
directions except the direction along the cavity. In order to obtain
robust sensing performance in both directions, we present an aslant
cavity to achieve the goal.

The detail of the PhC structure has been shown in Fig. 2, as the
PhC structure is the key component of the stress sensor and play a
crucial role in the stress sensing sensitivity. Particularly, the aslant
cavity is the core of the PhC structure because the performance of
Fig. 2. 3D schematic of the PhC structure, where lattice constant a = 385 nm,  diam-
eter  of air holes d = 0.6a, thickness t = 0.56a, shift of holes s = 0.2a, refractive index of
Si nsi = 3.48.
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ig. 3. The variation trend of the aslant cavity resonant frequency and quality factor
ith the change of s, the lattice shift along the direction which is 60◦ from � –K
irection.

aper, open source 3D FDTD simulation software Meep [22] was
sed to analyze the transmittance spectra. Light source was  placed
t the head of the input W1  waveguide and monitor was  placed at
he end of the output W1  waveguide. Transmittance spectra were
alculated by dividing the output power detected with the monitor
y the input power of the source. We  set the resolution of Meep
o 20 (namely, with a spatial grid size of a/20, where a is the lat-
ice constant) and the temporal time steps of 50 time units (about
3 periods) in all of our simulations to ensure the results obtained
ith same accuracy.

Fig. 2 shows the aslant cavity is shoulder-coupled between two
1 waveguides and the PhC structure is centro-symmetric in top

iew. The input W1  waveguide is placed three rows of air holes
bove the cavity and the output W1  waveguide is placed three
ows of air holes below the cavity. Air holes in the W1 wavegui-
es are removed until the hole along the direction of aslant cavity
o achieve the best coupling strength. The careful design at the
orner ensures the excellent coupling strength and reduces the
oss between W1 waveguide and the cavity compared to other
inds of coupling structures such as butt-coupled structure and
ide-coupled structure in Refs. [16,23,24].  From the transmittance
pectra in Fig. 4(b) we can see the peak we used reaches 0.9, the total
oupling loss is small. The lattice constant of the PhC is a = 385 nm.
ll of the air holes have the same diameter of d = 0.6a = 231 nm.
he photonic crystal slab’s thickness is t = 0.56a = 215.6 nm.  We

esigned an aslant cavity which three air holes are defected in the
irection 60◦ from � –K direction and the outer holes of the cav-

ty are shifted outwards along the oblique line. We  used Meep to
esign and optimize the cavity so that two main optical character-

stics are taken to be considered: resonant frequency and quality

ig. 4. (a) Electric field distribution in x–y plane of the aslant cavity by using 3D FDTD s
eaks at 0.2124(2�c/a), 0.2258(2�c/a), 0.2484(2�c/a), and 0.2674(2�c/a).
ors A 193 (2013) 149– 154 151

factor. The length of the cavity is crucial to the optical character-
istics and we adjust the air holes to fit the length. We  defined the
shift of each outer hole outwards away from the original position
is s (in nanometer unit). The shift s increased from 0.1a to 0.3a
with an increment of 0.02a and all the structures were simulated
by discovering the variation rules of the optical characteristics.
Fig. 3 presents the variation tendency of the resonance frequency
and quality factor with the change of the shift. From Fig. 3 we
observe the resonant frequency decreases from 0.2561(2�c/a) to
0.2428(2�c/a) when the hole shift increases, which means that the
resonant wavelength has a red shift. This is because the larger shift
of lattice provides more high-dielectric region inside the cavity. But
the highest quality factor is obtained when s = 0.2a and the peak
value is 3500 because of the maximum overlap is achieved in this
structure. Therefore, we employed the cavity with s = 0.2a as our
final cavity structure in the stress sensor.

A narrow band TE-like polarization light source was placed at
the center of the cavity to simulate the electric field distribution
without applied stress. The dark red and blue regions showed in
Fig. 4(a) represent the aslant cavity has great ability in confining
light. Slight variation of the air holes around the cavity changes
the structure of the cavity and shifts the resonant wavelength.
According to Eq. (2),  highly sensitive stress senor can be easily
achieved based on this high quality cavity. With a Gaussian-pulse
source placed in front of the input waveguide in Fig. 2, transmit-
tance spectra can be monitored at the end of output waveguide.
The transmittance spectra of original PhC structure are shown in
Fig. 4(b) after data processing (where data processing represents
dividing the output power detected with the monitor by the input
power of the source). The result in Fig. 4(b) shows four peaks at
0.2124(2�c/a), 0.2258(2�c/a), 0.2484(2�c/a), and 0.2674(2�c/a),
respectively. We  choose the resonant frequency of 0.2484(2�c/a)
to observe the shift of its corresponding resonant wavelength
(�c = 1549.9 nm)  when force is applied.

3. FEM simulation of structural variation under elastic
stress

In this part, commercial FEM software ANSYSTM 13.0 was  used to
explore the variations of air holes caused by the applied stress. A 3D
solid model was built by using physical parameters of Si so we used
169 GPa for Young’s modulus and 0.28 for Poisson’s ratio. The mate-
rial of the model was assumed to be linear, elastic and isotropic.
We used the model with the same geometry as the PhC structure

designed before and all the parameters were set as mentioned in
Section 2. The intermediate part of PhC structure was suspended
and different value of static forces were applied on the ends in each
direction. The deformation of PhC structure under different applied
forces were all solved every substep.

imulations; (b) transmittance spectra of original PhC structure which shows four
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ig. 5. Schematic of air holes’ variations under stress in horizontal direction (a) and
orizontal direction (c) and vertical direction (d). (e) and (f) are the details of the ca

We  simulated the structural variation under force, where the
orce (F, in micro Newton unit) considered were 0.25 �N, −0.25 �N,
.5 �N, −0.5 �N, 0.75 �N, −0.75 �N, 1 �N, and −1 �N (the F means

queeze and the −F means pull). Both horizontal direction and ver-
ical direction were loaded respectively to see the variations of air
oles. Fig. 5(a) and (b) clearly shows that air holes are relocated and
istorted. Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows the deformed PhC structure con-
our plot of displacement vector sum with the strain force of −1 �N

able 1
he relationships among the applied force F, the changed thickness �t  and the changed q

Direction Horizontal 

F 1.0 �N −1.0 �N 

�t  7.08 × 10−11 m −7.08 × 10−1

�Q −20  −15 
cal direction (b). Deformation contour plot of the model under −1 �N force load in
rea.

in two directions, respectively. They obviously show the displace-
ment vector sum of each point on the PhC structure in x–y plane.
According to FEM simulations, the thickness of Si slab changed a

little when the maximum force in our design was applied in double
directions. With FDTD simulations we  have found that the quality
factor was slightly changed under such variation of thickness. The
relationships among the applied force F, the changed thickness �t
and the changed quality factor �Q  are shown in Table 1. Therefore

uality factor �Q.

Vertical

1.0 �N −1.0 �N
1 m 5.98 × 10−11 m −5.98 × 10−11 m

−10 −20
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h under different force in horizontal direction (a) and vertical direction (b).
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Fig. 6. Transmittance spectra showing the shift of resonant wavelengt

he deformation in z direction can be ignored because the slab is
ltrathin. Later, such data of positions and shapes were put into the
D FDTD software for subsequent simulations.

. FDTD simulation and sensing characteristics discussion

All the different shapes of PhC structure under different applied
tress were modeled in 3D FDTD software to obtain the trans-
ittance spectra. Fig. 6 shows the transmittance spectra under

ifferent force from −1.00 �N to 1.00 �N in horizontal and vertical
irection. The process to obtain transmittance spectra is the same
s mentioned in Section 2 so that consistent comparison results are
chieved.

From Fig. 6(a) and (b), we can see the shift of the resonant
avelength under force in double directions and the peaks are

venly distributed when the force varies from −1.00 �N to 1.00 �N.
he resonant wavelength has a blue shift when the structure is
ulled and a red shift when the structure is squeezed in horizontal
irection. On the contrary, opposite results are obtained in vertical
irection, which a blue shift is happened when squeezed and a red
hift is happened when pulled. Therefore, when the structure was
ulled we can differentiate the force from two directions by observ-

ng the shift direction of resonant wavelength. Similarly, when the
tructure was  squeezed we can differentiate the direction of force
n this way. We  also find the intensity of the peak is pushed down a
ittle when the force becomes bigger. This decay is mainly aroused
y the modification of air holes around the cavity and the structure
f cavity is slightly changed. Moreover, the reduction of intensity is
elated to the variation of the coupling waveguides. With the results
rom FEM and 3D FDTD simulations plugging into Eq. (1),  the sensi-
ivity is calculated to be 7.5 nm/�N and 10 nm/�N in the horizontal
nd vertical direction, respectively. Furthermore, with Eq. (2) and
he simulations, the smallest L we can obtain is 58 nN and 44 nN
n the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. Linear rela-
ionship between stress and shift of resonant wavelength has been
chieved in the interval of our research. The results and linear rela-
ionship indicate it is a feasible way to sensing stress with this aslant
avity design. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results for the relation-
hip between ��  (shift of resonant wavelength) and applied force
. From Fig. 7 we can discover the shifts in double directions are
t the same level so that this aslant cavity design can minish the
nisotropic property of traditional stress sensors and provide much
onvenience for integration of sensor array. This achievement is
wed to the tilted cavity placed between the two  mutually perpen-
icular stress directions. Whether the horizontal or vertical stress is

pplied, the variations of cavity length are almost the same so that
he shifts of wavelength are almost the same. Therefore, sensitivity
t the same level has been achieved in two directions.

Because both of the sensitivity S and the detect limit L are deter-
ined by the quality factor of the cavity, by using other ultra-high
Fig. 7. Resonant wavelength shift vs. force in double directions.

Q factor cavities [25,26] to replace the cavity in this structure can
meet different demand at any level of S and L. As the isotropy
and small volume of this device, it allows us to form a stress sen-
sor array by integrating numerous of these aslant cavities on one
substrate. Therefore, with further work on this high quality fac-
tor cavity, stress sensors with higher sensitivity and stress sensor
arrays with ultra-low limit of detection will come true.

5. Conclusion

In our paper, we have demonstrated a photonic crystal stress
sensor based on one aslant nanocavity with high quality factor
and two PhC waveguides. Highly sensitive stress sensing perfor-
mance in double directions has been achieved. The aslant cavity
is designed and optimized by shifting the air holes outwards in
the direction 60◦ from � –K direction with 3D FDTD simulations.
The highest Q = 3500 at corresponding wavelength � = 1549.9 nm is
achieved when the shift s = 0.2a. According to the simulation results
of FEM and 3D FDTD, we  have demonstrated that the sensitivity of
7.5 nm/�N and 10 nm/�N in the horizontal and vertical direction is
achieved, respectively. The relationship between stress and shift of
resonant wavelength is linear in the interval of our research. Fur-
thermore, the minimum detectable stress variation is 58 nN and
44 nN in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. The pro-

posed aslant cavity is also hopeful in constructing optical stress
sensor array for its super small volume and ultra-high sensitivity
in double directions. In addition, the sensitivity of this stress sensor
can be enhanced by optimizing the geometry of cavity to improve
the quality factor.
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